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TOPOLOGICALLY PRINCIPAL PART OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

ETSUO YOSHINAGA

Dedicated to Professor Yukihiro Kodama on his 60í/¡ birthday

Abstract. The problem of C°-sufficiency of jets is one of the most interesting

problems in the theory of functions or singularities. Roughly speaking, it is the

problem of determining a topologically principal part of the Taylor expansion of

a given function f(x) at the origin of Euclidean space. Here, the topologically

principal part should satisfy the properties that it is as small as possible a part

of the Taylor expansion of f(x) and that the local topological type of f(x)

at the origin is determined by it. If a function f{x) is an isolated singularity
at the origin or has a nondegenerate Newton principal part (see (1.2)), then

we know some answers to this problem (see (1.1), (1.3)). The purpose of this

paper is to give some results for this problem for any analytic function. The

main results are formulated in (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7).

1. Main results

Let K := R or C and A(Kn) be the set of all germs of analytic functions

/: (Kn ,0)-+(K,0) at the origin of Kn .

Sufficiency of / e A(Kn) with an isolated singularity at the origin of Kn

has been studied by many mathematicians [1, 3, 4]. Kuiper, Kuo, Chang and

Lu proved the following:

(1.1) Theorem [1, 3, 4]. Let f e A(K") be an isolated singularity. If there exist

positive e and S such that

\dxx'dx2,---'dxj - ' '

for some positive integer r and for all x in a neighborhood of the origin of Kn,

then the r-jet j^\f) isa C°-sufficient jet.

Let r+(/) be the Newton polygon of / € A(Kn), the convex hull of the set

]J{k + Rn+\akïO}
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in R" where R+ is the set of all nonnegative real numbers, for the Taylor

expansion

/W = £ akX    = £ % ,k2.k/lX2   ■ ■ ■ Xn   ■
k k

Let S be a subset of Z" (or R" ) where Z+ is the set of all nonnegative integers

and define fs := /1 5 := Ekesnzi ak%k ■

(1.2) Definition. An / e A(Kn) (or the Newton principal part of /) is non-

degenerate if {x e K" | dfyjdxx = dfy/dx2 = ■■■ = dfy/dxn = 0} c

{xxx2 ■ ■ xn =0} for any compact face y of T+(f).

The following theorem related to sufficiency of nondegenerate analytic func-

tions is well known.

(1.3) Theorem [2]. Let an f e A(K") be nondegenerate and T+(f) be the

Newton polygon of f. Then the family f + ug is topologically trivial along

I = {u e R | 0 < u < 1} for any g e A(Kn) with T+(g) c IntT+(/).

(1.4) Definitions.

(1.4.1)        | Grad f\2 :=
/    df_      df_ df\ ¿ _^
\Xidxl>X>dx2''''X»dxn)   -L

2 «    !       o/-i2df
Y ——

idxi

For a given k € Z" , define

(1.4.2)^ Condition: There exists a positive e = e(k) suchthat

k
I Grad/| > e|x |

in a neighborhood of the origin of K" .

(1.4.3) Let A+(f) be the convex hull of the set

\J{k + R" | Condition (1.4.2)fc holds}

in R" . We call A+(/) a gradient polygon of /.

Let m be the order of the function |Grad/| on V := V(f) := {x € K"

|Grad/| = 0}. Namely

(1.4.4) m := m(f) := { Min{the order of | Grad/|2 at jc0|x0 € V(f)} .

For a given k G Z" , define

(1.4.5) k Condition: There exists a positive e = e(k) such that

|Grad/|1+1/m>£|/|

in a neighborhood of the origin of Kn .

(1.4.6) Let À+(/) be the convex hull of the set

[j{k + R" I Condition (1.4.5)fc holds}

in R" . We call A+(/) a quasi gradient polygon of /.
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We need the following notation to state Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7.

For a given k e Z" , define

(1.4.7)

and

H(k) := Max {// e R | j±jk e A+(f) J

H := ix(f) := Min{ß(k) \ k e IntA+(f) n Z"} .

Then T+(f) D A+(f) D A+(f) where the first inclusion is proved in (3.1)
and the second one is clear by definition.

Now the main results in this paper are the following three theorems.

(1.5) Theorem. Suppose that one of the following two conditions holds for an

analytic function g(x):

(1.5.1) T+(g)CA+(f);

(1.5.2) T+(g) c IntA+(/)   and   V(f) = {0}.

Then the family f+ug is topologically trivial, identically on V(f), along I :=

{« € R | 0 < « < 1}. Namely there exists a local homeomorphism H: (Kn x

R,0 x /) —> (K" xR,0x I) such that the following diagram (1.5.3) commutes:

(VxR,0xI)

(K" xR,0xI) ► (Kn xR,0xI)

(1.5.3)
Pi

Pi

(R,i)
f+ug

(K",0) ->(*,0)

where px, p2 are the canonical projections and i is the inclusion map.

(1.6) Theorem. Suppose V+(g) c A+(/) for an analytic function g and V(f) =

{0}. Then f(x)+ug(x) is topologically trivial along 1(a) = {u€R\0<u <S}

for a sufficiently small positive S. Namely there exists a local homeomorphism

H: (K" x R,0 x 0) -► (Kn x R,0 x 0) such that the diagram (1.5.3) replacing

I by 0 commutes.

(1.7) Theorem. An f is nondegenerate if and only if Y+(f) =A+(f).

Let A_(/) (resp. Ä_(/)) be the complement of IntA+(/) (resp. IntÄ+(/))

in R" . By (1.5), / | A_(f) (resp.  f \ A_(f) if V = {0}) is a topologically
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principal part of / in the sense that if / | A_(f) = g \ A_(f) (resp. / |

A_(/) = g | A_(/)) for f,g e A(Kn); then / is topologically equivalent

(identically on V(f)) to g .
Suzuki [5] proved a beautiful theorem related to (1.6) when f(x,y) is a

weighted homogeneous polynomial of two complex variables with an isolated

singularity.

2. Proof of Theorems (1.5) and (1.6)

For f,geA(K"), we let

F(x;u) := f(x) + ug(x),

Grad F :— lxx
dF       dF dF   dF\

dx^'^dx^'-'-'^dx/ du) '

Grad^ F :
_ (    dF_       dF_ dF\
'■~\Xidxl'X2dx2"--,x»dxJ '

-2 (     2 dF 2 dF 2 dF     \
p(x;u):=g\GradxF\     [\xx\ —,\x2\ ^,-,W ^,0J

V :=: V(f) := {x e Kn \ | Grad/| = 0},

and
(0,1)-p(x;u)   ifx£F,

I ) otherwise,
X(x;u) := <

1(0,1)
where g means the complex conjugate of g.

(2.1) Lemma. // r+(*) C A+(f) (resp.  V+(g) c A+(f)), then

2\GradxF\ > |Grad/|

in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}) in Kn xR.

Proof. If T+(g) c A+(f) (resp. T+(g) c A+(/)), then

r+(^)cÄ+(/)     (resp.r+(^)cA+(/)).

So the hypothesis of (2.1) implies

i=i
Xidx:

>4|«|2£

(=1

x.
dX:

in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}) in Kn xR.

Hence,

|Grad;fF|2 = £k.£r    =£
i=i

dF

i=i

df dg
xi^L + uxi-^-

' dx- ' dX;

= | Grad / + « Grad g|   > (| Grad/| - |w Grad s|)

w> il Grad/|2
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in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp.   {0} x {0}). This completes the proof of

(2.1).   D

The following (2.2) is an immediate corollary of (2.1).

(2.2) Corollary. // T+(g) C Ä+(f) (resp. T+(g) C A+(f)), then {(x,u) 6

Kn x 11 | Gradx F\ = 0} c V x I as germs at {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}) where

I - [0,1 ], and so the vector field X is well defined in a neighborhood of {0} x /

(resp. {0}x{0}).

(2.3) Lemma.

(2.3.1) Suppose that (1.5.1) holds. Then there exists a positive K suchthat

\X(x ; u) - X(xQ ; u)\ < K\x - x0\

for any x0eV,ina neighborhood of {0} x I in Kn xR.

(2.3.2) // T+(g) c IntA+(/) (resp.   T+(g) c A+(/)), then there exists a

positive K such that

\X(x ;u) - X(xQ;u)\ < K\x\

for any xQeV, in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp.  {0} x {0}) in Kn xR.

Proof. If x e V, then (2.3) is trivial. So we assume x £ V . Then we have

\X(x;u)-X(x0;u)\ = \p(x;u)\

= l¿?llGrader2   £|x,4|
.1=1

dF 2\

dx;

< I^HGrad^FI *|*|

<2|g||Grad/r'|x|

in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp.    {0} x {0}) if T+(g) c A+(f)  (resp.

r+(í?) C A+(f)), where the last inequality follows from (2.1).

If (1.5.1) holds, then there exist positive e, K such that

2|*|| Grad/f1 < 1| Grad f\i/m < K\x - x0\

in a neighborhood of the origin. This completes the proof of (2.3.1).

If T+(g) c Int A+(/) (resp. T+(g) c A+(f)), there exists a positive K such

that

2|<g-||Grad/r1]jc| < A"|x|

in a neighborhood of the origin. This completes the proof of (2.3.2).   □

The conclusion of (2.3) is a well-known Lipschitz condition for the existence

of a locally unique solution of an ordinary differential equation (see [1, p. 876]).

So we have the following corollary.
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(2.4) Corollary. Suppose that one of (1.5.1), (1.5.2) holds (resp. T+(g) c

A+(/")) • Then the vector field X(x ; u) is continuous in a neighborhood of {0} x /

(resp. {0} x {0}) and the differential equation

(2.4„ (§.£)=*(*;«>

has a locally unique continuous solution 4>(t ; x, u) with <j>(0 ; x, u) - (x, u) in

a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}).

(2.5) Lemma. The function F(<f>(t;x ,u)) oft is constant along each solution

curve (j) of (2.4.1) under the assumption of (1.5) or (1.6).

Proof. If x £ V, then

d „txtA.„     dF dcpx     dF d<f>
-F(mx,u)) = —^.+dx2

I (dF    dF

~ \\dxx ' dx2' ""

- / (— ÈL
~ \\dxx ' dx2""

= d^-g\GradxF

dF

d
= 0
= Ju--g

-F(c/)(t)) = g(x0) = 0,       t>0,

for all t > 0. If x0 G V, then

^(<P(i]j = gLJv0,

also holds, since F(<f>(t)) = F(x0;u + t) = f(x0) + (u + t)g(x0) and IGrad^/l >

e|g| by the common assumption r+(g) c A+(/) of (1.5) and (1.6). We thus

draw the conclusion that F(cj>(t)) =constant along each solution curve <f> of

(2.4.1).   D

Now, we are at the final stage of the proof of (1.5) and (1.6). Under the

assumption of (1.5) (resp. (1.6)), the differential equation (2.4.1) has a locally

unique continuous solution 4>(t\x,u) by (2.5). Since / is compact and the

«-component of X(x ; u) is equal to one, a finite succession of solutions gives

the trajectory starting from (x ,0) in a neighborhood of (0,0), ending at a

point oî Kn x {\}. Namely, denoting the trajectory starting from (x,0) by

(¡>(u;x,0), we have

H(x;u):=(p(u;x,Q): (Kn x R,0 x /) -► (Kn x R,0 x /)

(resp. H(x;u) := (f>(u;x,0): (Kn x R,0 x 0) -* (Kn x R,0 x 0)),

a level preserving local homeomorphism, identically on V x I. In fact, the

uniqueness of solutions of (2.4.1) implies that H is locally homeomorphic.
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And the diagram (1.5.3) (resp. (1.5.3) replacing / by 0) commutes. This

completes the proofs of (1.5) and (1.6).

The method used here to prove (1.5) and (1.6) modifies a method used in

[1, 4]. One of the most important improvements is the definition of the vector

field X(x;u). The definition of "gradient vector" Gradv7 used here has some

reasonable meaning in the sense of a "singular" Riemannian metric (see [2, 7]).

(2.6) Lemma. // 1 < m(f)ß(f), then IntA+(/) c A+(f).

Proof. By the definition (1.4.7) of ß(f), we have

for any k G Int A (f). So there exists a positive e such that

eW/c<|Grad/|1+//<|Grad/|1+1/"!

in a neighborhood of the origin of Kn . Thus k g A (f). This completes the

proof of (2.6).   D

The following (2.7) is an immediate corollary of (1.5) and (2.6).

(2.7) Corollary. Suppose 1 < m(f)ß(f). Then for any g €A(K"), the family
f+ug is topologically trivial, identically on V(f), along I = {0 < u < 1} if

r+(g)ciMA+(f).

(2.8) Example. Let f(x,y) :- (x + y)2 + y3 and g(x,y) :- -y3. Then

r+(c?) C Intr+(/) and V(f) = {0} as germs at the origin. But it is clear that

the family F(x ,y ; u) :- f+ ug is not topologically trivial along / = [0,1] be-

cause F(x,y ; 0) = f(x,y) is not locally topological equivalent to F(x ,y;l) -

(x + y)2.

Example (2.8) shows that we may not in general use the Newton polygon

r+(/) instead of the gradient polygon A+(f) in (1.5.2).

3. Proof of (1.7)

At the beginning of this section we recall the notion of toroidal embedding

corresponding to the Newton polygon T (f) of / G A(Kn). It plays an essen-

tial role in the proof of Theorem (1.6).

Let R"* be the dual space of R". For a = (ax ,a2, ... ,an) G R" and

a = (ax,a2, ... ,an)GR"*, define:

(a,a) :=axax +a2a2 +■■■+ anan,

/(a):=min{(a,a>|aer+(/)},

y(a) := {«er+tfl | <a,a) = /(<*)},

and

r*(/):=R"7~,
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where a ~ a defined by y(a) — y(a). We can identify an equivalence class

a with a rational polyhedral convex cone

R+al(a) + R+a2(o) + ■■■ + R+an(o)

where a (a),a (a), ... ,an(a) are minimal generators and we require a!(a) G

Z" to be as small as possible. Then there exists a unimodular Simplicia! sub-

division Z of r*(/); namely Z is a simplicial subdivision of T*(f)  and
\ 1 n

det(a (o),a (a),... ,a (a)) = ±1 for any «-dimensional simplex a of Z [6].

Let Kn(a) be a copy of Kn for any «-dimensional simplex a G Z and

0^,1 »^,2' ••• '?*,») be a coordinate system of Kn(o).

For a matrix ^ = (a¿ ) G Mat(« x «, Z), define

A     , al a?    ai       "l «l    «Sx */,y:=0'1l^2 •■>'» »■■jr"y1n-y»*)

Let

fl(ff) := (a'(a),a2(er), ... ,íz"(<7))

and

aV) = '(fl'i(ff).U2(ff), ••• X(ff))-

Define

*:=*(r+(/)):=(J*»/~
CT

where j/ff ~ yT Off G /cT"(ct) ,yx G *"(t)) is defined by yz =a^~'a^ ya . Then

X is a nonsingular algebraic manifold and the mapping

n:X^Kn,       n(ya)=a{a)ya       (yaeKn(a))

is a proper analytic mapping onto K" .

Put
na:=n\Kn(o):Kn(o)->Kn

and

n ■ - yl(aH

an analytic function in Kn(o). Then we have the following

(3.1) Lemma.  A+(f)cT+(f).

Proof. Let k = (kx,k2, ... ,kn) be an element of Z" -T+(/). Then there exist

an «-dimensional simplex cr of Z and z0 such that

l(ai°(a))>(k,ai°).

Then we have

/ " \ 1/2
i/~.     j /-i /     n       i   '("V))   /(a2(<r)) /(«"(ff)), / V^i     /     m2 I
\GTadf\o7ta(y<J) = \y;     "y¿  ["---y„        I   £1^(^)1

Si\ya) ■- „        l(ai(a))

,1=1
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and
n

i   k i /     ,       TT ■   k¡ i /     \       ■   ATi   ^2 ^ni
I* I ̂ „(^HIIK I^COHy, y2 •••>'„ I

i=i
where K¡ = J2%i ^ja'j(a) - (k,a!(o)). This shows that the inequality

| Grad/| o na(y)a > e\xk\ o na(ya)

does not hold in any neighborhood of the origin of Kn(a) for any positive s .

So k is not the element of A (/). This completes the proof of (3.1).   G

-y
(3.2) Lemma. A germ f is nondegenerate if and only if ]T),=11^,(^)1   # 0 for

any ya€7i~\0) and any n-dimensional simplex a ofL.

Proof. The "only if" part of (3.2) is Lemma 3.9 in [2, p. 472].

Suppose that f is degenerate. Then there exist a compact face y of T+(f)

and a point x° of (K*)n such that

(xidfy/dxi)(x°) = o,     i</<«.

There exist an «-dimensional simplex a of Z and a subset /of {1,2,...,«}

such that

y = Ç\y(a\°))-
i€l

Define £CT 7 := {yCT g tf » \yai = 0,i€l}. Then

(xfif/dxJoxM
'   " IT    vl{ai{a))

i lfm 1 ̂ (7 J

and so
(xfifJdXi) o jr (v )

(Si I ̂ ajizal - ff J(a'(a)) '
IL Í / y a J

Note that jrff | (K*)n is bijective. Put y° = (y°x,y2,... ,y°n) = n~l(x°) and

J'   \o   if/e/.

Then

for 1 < i < « .

On the other hand,   na(Ea 7)  = 0 by Lemma 3.7 in [2, p.    471].    So

E"=i |S/CP0)|2 = ° for y° e Ea 1 c ^'(O) c »"'(O)-   This completes the
proof of the "if part of (3.2).   D

(3.3) Lemma. If f(x) is nondegenerate, then the following four statements are

equivalent to each other for each k = (kx, k2, ... , kn) G Z" .
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(3.3.1) The n-tuple k is an element of A (f).
(3.3.2) The inequality

l(ai(a))<(k,ai(G))

holds for any i, 1 < / < «, and any n-dimensional simplex a g Z.

(3.3.3) Let b', 1 < i < m, be the all vectors of Z"* such that R+b' is a

one-dimensional cone of T*(/), namely y(bl) is an (n - \)-dimensional face of

r+(/) ■ Then the inequality

l(bl)<(kM)

holds for any i, 1 < i < m.
(3.3.4) The n-tuple k is an element ofT'(f).

Proof. It is clear that for any «-dimensional simplex a G Z,

\r-     a t\ r     \       i   Ha1 (a))   l(a2(o)) l{a"(o)), (v^ ,     ,     x,2
| Grad/| o na(ya) = \y¿     "yj      '■ ■ -y¿     "\ I £ \g¡(y0)\

\i=i

and

1^1 » *M - Ó l^'l ° no(ya) = \yflyï2 ■ ■ -jíi
i=i

where ̂  = Ej=, ^;a>) = <* ,aV)) •
This implies that (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are equivalent to each other by (3.2).

Since {bl \ 1 < i < m} is a subset of {a'(a) \ 1 < i < «, all «-dimensional

simplices a of Z}, it is clear that (3.3.3) follows from (3.3.2).

Since Z is a subdivision of Y*(g), for any «-dimensional simplex a there

is an «-dimensional cone a(r*) of T*(f) which contains a. Then a(F*) is

a linear combination of b', I < i < m , with coefficient R+ . We may assume

that
o(T*) = R+b* +R+b2 + ■ ■ ■ + R+br

for simplicity of notation. Then f|/=i Y(b') = fl/Li yí^'í17)) is a one-point set.

Let p - (px ,p2, ... ,pn) G T+(f) be the point. There are nonnegatives s..,

1 < i < n, 1 < j < r, such that

«>) = £*,/•
7=1

Now we have the equation

l(a'(a)) = (p.flV)) = J2sij(P>bJ) = Í2sul^j) ■
7=1 7=1

Suppose that (3.3.3) is true; then

Ka\a)) = £sul(bj) < J2sij(k>bJ) = (k> T,sijbJ) = (k>ai(°))-
7=1 7 = 1 \        7=1 /

So (3.3.2) is proved.

'/*
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It is clear that l(b¡) < (k,b) for 1 < i < m if and only if k e r+(f). So
(3.3.3) and (3.3.4) are equivalent to each other. This completes the proof of

(3.3).   D

The "only if" part of (1.7) is an immediate corollary of (3.3).

Proof of "if " of (1.7). Let a be an «-dimensional simplex of Z and {p =

(px,p2,... ,/?„)} = fXi Y(a\°)). a vertex of T+(f). By the hypothesis: A+(f)
= r+(/), p G A+(/), namely

\Gradf\>e\x"\

in a neighborhood of the origin of K" for some positive e. So we have

/ ■ \ 1/2

|Grad/|ortff(yff) = |y;     "y¿     "■■■y¿     "\ H   k,(^)l   I

>e\xP\°na(ytJ) = efl\x>'\ona(ya) = e\yf>y2K>.--y^\
i=i

where ^,. = J^Jmlp/j(o) = (p,a\a)} = l(a\a)).

So Y?i=\ l^,|2 > 0 in a neighborhood of n~x(0), and by (3.2) the germ / is
nondegenerate. This completes the proof of the "if" of (1.7).   D

This completes the proof of (1.7).

(3.4) Corollary. // f(x) G A(Kn) is nondegenerate and V(f) = {0}. Then the

family F(x;u) := f(x) + ug(x) is topologically trivial along I = [0,3] for

any g(x) G A(Kn) with T+(g) c IntT+(/) where ö is positive and sufficiently

small.

Proof. This follows immediately from (1.6) and (1.7).   D
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